Abstract. Let V be a regular semigroup and an ideal extension of a semigroup 5 by a semigroup Q. Congruences on V can be represented by triples of the form {a, P, r), here called admissible, where a is a congruence on 5, P is an ideal of Q and x is a O-restricted congruence on Q/P satisfying certain conditions. We characterize the trace relation T on V in terms of admissible triples. When the extension V of S is strict, for a congruence v on V given in terms of an admissible triple, we characterize v K , v K , v T and v T again in terms of admissible triples.
1. Introduction and summary. Let 5 be a regular semigroup and ^(5) be its congruence lattice. For p e ^(5), the kernel (respectively, trace) of p is the set of all elements of S p-related to idempotents (respectively, the restriction of p to idempotents of 5). The relation on "#(5) which identifies congruences on 5 with the same kernel (respectively, trace) is the kernel relation K (respectively, the trace relation T) for S. The classes of these (equivalence) relations are intervals and it is convenient to introduce the notation pK = [p K Now let V be a regular semigroup with an ideal S. Then V is an (ideal) extension of 5 by Q = V/S, where the latter is the Rees quotient semigroup. We may set V = 5 U Q* where Q* = Q\{0}. In such a case, both 5 and Q are regular semigroups so the above analysis can be applied to 5, Q and V. The problem is to reduce this analysis for V to those for 5 and Q. As a first step, we must express the congruences on V in terms of S and Q, and if possible, in terms of ^(S) and ^(Q). In the present setting, this problem was solved in [3] as follows. Each congruence on V is expressed in terms of an (admissible) triple (O,P,T) , where a e^( 5 ) , P is an ideal of Q and r is a O-restricted congruence on Q/P, satisfying certain conditions.
,p K ] and p T = [p T ,p T ] for the respective classes of p e ^(S)
Representing the congruences on V in terms of triples as above, we may ask whether the relations K and T on ^(V) can be expressed by means of the same relations on ^(5) and ^(Q). We may go one step further by asking for v^, v K , v T , v T for a congruence v on V expressed in terms of a triple. The first task is easy: expressing the kernel and the trace. However, the problem of characterizing K on ^(V) does not seem to admit a convenient solution, whereas T admits a simple expression. The problem with the kernel and the trace operators in this generality does not seem amenable to a successful treatment.
In order to make some progress in this context, we restrict our attention to the special case when V is a strict (or retract) extension of S and in various situations add further restrictions. For strict extensions, we are able to characterize v^, v 220 MARIO PETRICH paper, we assume that V is a strict extension of 5. For a congruence v on V given by means of an admissible triple, we calculate v T and v T in Section 4 and v^ and v K in Section 5 again in terms of admissible triples.
2. Preliminaries. In addition to the standard terminology and notation, which can be found, for example, in [1] , we state explicitly the following nomenclature and symbolism.
Let A' be a set. The equality relation on X is denoted by e x or simply by e. The universal relation on X is denoted by a> x . The restriction of a function or a relation 6 to X is denoted by 6\ x -If d is an equivalence relation on X and x e X, then xd denotes the 0-class containing x. If also AcX, then A 6 = {x € X | xda for some a e A} is the saturation of A by d; if Ad = A, then 6 saturates A. If Y is also a set, then
X\Y={xeX\x$Y}.
Let R be a semigroup. If A s R, then E{A) denotes the set of all idempotents in A. If R has an identity, then R 1 = R otherwise R l stands for R with an identity adjoined. The congruence lattice of R is denoted by <£(/?). Assume that R has a zero. If A c /?, then /4* =/4\{0}. An equivalence relation 6 on R is O-restricted if {0} is a 0-class; the set of all O-restricted congruences on R is denoted by %)(R). Further, R is categorical at zero if for any a,b,ceR,ab¥=0
and bc^O imply abc=£0.
If 0 is a relation on R, then 0* denotes the congruence on R generated by 9. If 6 is an equivalence relation on R, then 0° denotes the greatest congruence on R contained in 6; explicitly ad"b if xaydxby for all x , y e / ? ' .
If -4 c g , let 6 be the equivalence relation on R whose classes are A and £>Vl (whichever one is nonempty), then n A = 0° is the principal congruence relative to A; explicitly an A b if (xay eAOxby eA for all jc,y e/? 1 ).
In fact, K A is the greatest congruence p on R which saturates A We shall sometimes write n A for emphasis. If R has a zero, then £" = jr {0) is the greatest O-restricted congruence on R. If / is an ideal of R, then R/I denotes the Rees quotient semigroup of R relative to /; as a set R/I = (R\I)U{0}.
Let R be a regular semigroup, that is for every a e R there exists x e R such that a = axa. Let p 6 %{R). Then kerp = {a e R \ ape for some e e E(R)}, trp = P\E{R) • are the kernel and the trace of p, respectively. They induce a complete A-congruence # and a complete congruence T on ^(R) by The notation v = ^{o, P, r) will always denote the above congruence implicitly implying that (a, P, r) is an admissible triple.
In fact, given v e ^{V), the admissible triple for v is (a, P, r), where = v\ s , P={aeQ* \avb for some beS}U{0},
arb<£>a,beQ\P,
Note that if a, a' are a-linked and oca' for o' € ^(5), then a, a' are also a'-linked. We shall need the following criterion for inclusion of congruences on V. ker v = ker a U {a e P* \ a' e ker a for some a' eS o-linked to a} U (ker T)*.
Proof. Let a e V.
For a e S, clearly a e ker v if and only if a e ker o. Similarly, for a e Q\P, clearly a e ker v if and only if a e ker r.
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Next let a e P*. Assume first that a e ker v. Then ave for some e e E(V) and we must have e e £ ( 5 U P*). Let a' be an element of 5 u-linked to a. Then a've and a'v D S is an idempotent a-class and thus must contain an idempotent, say /. Then a'of so that a' e ker a. Conversely, suppose that a' e ker a for some a' eS a-linked to a. Then a'oe for some e e E(S) and thus ava've so that a e ker v.
• A mapping cp: Q*-*S is a partial homomorphism if for any a,b eQ*, ab^frO in Q
then the multiplication in V is determined by cp and V is a s/n'c? extension of 5.
Starting with Section 4, we assume that V is a strict extension of S, where the multiplication is determined by the partial homomorphism cp:Q*->S. The mapping xp = cp U i s is a retraction of V onto 5, where i s is the identity mapping on S.
If 1 e V 1 and 1 $ V, we write l<p = lip = 1 e S 1 . In such a case, we have the following important simplification. Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.4. D
LEMMA 2.5. ([3, Proposition 2]). Let V be a strict extension of S, where the multiplication is determined by a partial homomorphism cp:Q*-*S. Let o e < €{S), P be an ideal of Q and x e %)(Q/P). Then (ex, P, r) is an admissible triple if and only if

The trace relation.
A technical lemma is needed here in order to characterize the relation T on <g(V) in terms of T on <g(5) and <€(()/P), where P is an ideal of Q. Proof. Let i = 1,2. Since ev, D 5 is an idempotent a,-class, it contains an idempotent, e, say. Clearly e x V\ev 2 e 2 ; we shall show that e,a, A a 2 e 2 . First let «, be an inverse of ee t and let g, = ee,u,e. Then e,)u,e = ee,«,e = g, e £ ( 5 ) , g, = ee,M,ev,ee,u,<?e, so that g, < e and g,v,e, i = 1,2. Here < is the natural partial order on the idempotents. Now ev 2 g 2 implies g, = g 1 ev 2 g l g 2 and g, = eg x v 2 g 2 g { so that
Interchanging the roles of g,, g 2 and a,, a 2 , we obtain (2) Let v be an inverse of g x g 2 and let h = gig^wgi-Then h e E(S) and we get 
Proof. (a)4>-If e,feE(S)
are such that e a , / , then ev x f so by hypothesis ev 2 / whence ea 2 /-Therefore tr a, c tr a 2 and by symmetry, a, T^.
Let e e E(P l \P 2 ). Then ev, n 5 is an idempotent a,-class so it contains an idempotent, /say. Hence ev,/which by hypothesis implies that ev 2 f which is impossible since e £ P2 and v 2 saturates 5 U P 2 . Therefore £(/ ) 1 \P 2 ) = 0-If a e P,\P 2 , then for any inverse a' of a, we have aa' e P\\P 2 which we have just seen to be impossible. Thus P x \P 2 = 0 that is P\ e p2-The equality F, = P 2 now follows by symmetry.
If e,f e E(T\P) are such that eT,/, then ev,/ so by hypothesis ev 2 f whence et 2 f. Therefore tr r, c tr r 2 and by symmetry, T, TT 2 .
(b)<=. Let e , / e £ ( K ) be such that evj. Therefore in all cases ev 2 f which proves that tr v, c tr v 2 and by symmetry equality prevails. Consequently v,7V 2 .
• It would be natural to attempt to characterize v T and v T in terms of admissible triples when v itself is given in this form. In this generality, this does not seem feasible. We limit ourselves to the following special case. COROLLARY A similar analysis for the kernel relation is not possible because of the fact that a situation of the form <g(a, P, T)/C^(a', P', r') with P¥=P' is possible. We limit ourselves only to the analogue of Corollary 3.3 for the kernel. 
Let v = %{p, Q, e). Then v T = (o T , Q, e).
Proof. Since (a, Q, e) is an admissible triple, so is (o T
ker0 = kera*U{ae(2* |a"ekercr* for some a"eS a*-linked to a},
where ker a = ker o K . If aeQ* and a ' e k e r a are a-linked, they are also a^-linked so that (7) is contained in (8). Conversely, let aeQ* and a" e ker a be a^-linked. , we must have that a' e ker a K = ker a. Therefore (8) is contained in (7) and equality prevails so that vKd. Next let v' = %{a'', P', r') be such that v'Kv. By Lemma 2.4 we have an expression for kerv' analogous to that for kerv in (7) which implies that ker a' = kera. It follows that o'Ko and thus a' c a K . The remaining three conditions in Lemma 2.3 are trivially satisfied which gives that v' a.8 which establishes the required maximality of 8. D REGULAR SEMIGROUPS 225 4. The lower and upper ends of trace classes. We reiterate first that henceforth V is a strict extension of 5, where the multiplication is determined by a partial homomorphism q>:Q*-*S. This will not be stated explicitly. Besides characterizing the ends, we include several consequences of these results. THEOREM 
Let v = <€{o, P, x). Then v T = <€(o T , P, x T ).
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.2, it suffices to show that (o T , P, x T ) is an admissible triple.
Let t] = tr o and 9 = tr x. By Lemma 2.2, we have o T = rj* and x T = 6*, the first of these taken within 5 and the second one within Q/P. (a 7^, P, ) where the blank stands for the entry to be determined.
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Clearly a is an equivalence relation on Q/P. The set 0x T is an ideal of Q. If it contains a nonzero element, it also contains a nonzero idempotent, say e. But then ex'O so that exO, which contradicts the hypothesis that r is O-restricted.
Hence also x T is O-restricted. Set r/ = x T D a. Next let a, b e ^A/ 3 be such that 0776 and let ceQ\P.
If 
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Then, for any (a, P, T) e sdST, we have
Proof. Let (a', P \ x') e (a, P, x)T. Then («(a, P, x)) T c «(a', P \ T') £ («(a, P, r ) ) r which by Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 gives « ( a r , P, r r ) c « ( a \ P', T') <= < g(a r , P, r r n a) which in turn implies that o T co'^o T , P = P' and r r c i ' c r r D f f . It follows that (a', P', T') is contained in the right hand side of (11). The proof of the converse follows essentially by reversing the steps above.
• 5. The lower and upper ends of kernel classes. We continue with the hypothesis that V is a strict extension of 5 and characterize these ends including some special cases. (14), ztf e ker a. Therefore aa K b which implies that ^c,o K and equality prevails.
Note that R = {aeQ*\ av K b for some b e 5} U {0}.
228
MARIO PETRICH First let a e P' with the notation as in the statement of the theorem. For i = 1 , 2 , . . . , « , in view of (12) and (14), z,-e A implies that z, e ker v and u n e A implies that u n e ker v. Hence av K x n v n y n e S and thus (17) implies that a e R. Therefore P' c R. Conversely, let a eR*. In view of (17), there exists a sequence of the form (16) with b e S. Since a = x l u [ y l $ S, there exists a least positive integer; such that *,«,->', 4 S for all i =£/. Without loss of generality, we may assume that / = n -1. We thus have arrived at a sequence in Q* of the form (13). It follows that *,, y,-e (£?')* for j = 1, 2 , . . . , n. In view of (15), we also have z, e/4 for / = 1 , 2 , . . . , « -1. For i = n, we have {u n ,v,,} = {z n ,z 2 n } with z n e ker v and also x n u n y n $ S, x n v n y n eS. If z 2 n eQ*, then z n e Q* and thus z,, e A. Otherwise z 2 n eS and we must have v n = z\ so that u n = z n whence v n = u 2 and «" e A Therefore a 6 P'. Consequently R c.P' and equality prevails. Proof. Since R c Q*, we have {0} D R -0 and hence there exists at least one ideal of Q disjoint from R. Let U be the union of all such ideals.
If aeP, then J(a) DR = 0 and thus J(a) c U so that a e I/. Therefore P e t / . Conversely, let a e U. Then there exists an ideal J of V such that a eJ and 7 n R = 0 . Since J(a)^J, it follows that 7(a) D R = 0 and thus a e P. Therefore £/ c P and equality prevails.
•
